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SOUNDTRACK EP 

EVERYWHERE MUSIC IS 
STREAMED



Planet Xenon exploded when the evil anarchist Dr. Eval Petrovskin, (also from 
planet Xenon) caused the planet to explode using destructive sonic audio 

frequencies and the band members and a few others were saved by sending them 
out to space in pods 20 some years ago. The babies were adopted by earthling 

families and raised as normal children. They all have unusually high musical ability 
and superpowers their parents weren’t sure what to do with.

Cameron, AKA AfroThunda’s father was King Xenon the patriarch of Planet Xenon. 
He died in the planet’s tragic explosion but his powerful energy lives on and visits 
Cameron advising him along with his high council of Spirit Guides. The band members 

all ended up in Seattle, WA, USA, Earth.

The superheroes all found each other in high school and formed King Youngblood their 
band. So earth people know them as an on the rise young rock band but secretly they are all 
super heroes with super powers battling evil to protect their adopted home – Planet Earth.

The evil anarchist Dr. Petrovskin also got in a pod and ended up 
on Earth, built a high tech super- sonic lab in Los Angeles with his 

henchman “Turbo” and has been plotting the destruction of Earth using 
more sonic deathly audio waves. Before Dr. Petrovskin blows up the 

planet his goal is to be the greatest record producer in the Galaxy – 
he is very close to achieving his goal and then planet Earth is doomed 
unless AfroThunda and his band mates can learn their superpowers in 

time and save their adopted home – Planet Earth.



Planet Xenon is at the utter mercy of anarchist Dr. 
Eval Petrovskin who has finally managed to create 

an audio frequency so low it rumbles violently in his 
LAB OF EVIL. This audio frequency is about to cause 
the entire of Planet Xenon to explode into oblivion 

as the evil doctor escapes to find the next planet to 
destroy.

The rumbling becomes deafening as Dr. 
Eval Petrovskin’s deadly audio frequency 
is destroying everything on Planet Xenon 
and it appears there is no hope for the 

planet or its inhabitants.

King Xenon is in the PLANET XENON palace urgently 
packing the 4 pods each with the Xenon infants 

Cameron aka AfroThunda, Chet aka Genius, Alix aka 
Raven Wing and Moon, aka Lunar Eclipse. Musical 

instruments are packed inside the pods including a 
shiny silver PRS electric guitar in Cameron’s pod. 
Afropunk leader Danny Denial gets instruction 

from King Xenon to travel with this chain of pods 
and get them off Planet Xenon to safety on 

another planet far away from Dr. Eval Petrovskin.

Danny Denial, you are 
our only hope to save my 

son AfroThunda and his cousins 
Genius, Raven Wing and Lunar Eclipse. 
Their powers are great, but they will 

not realize them until they are 13 solar 
years. Guard them with your life and 
whatever you do keep them away from 

Petrovskin.

Your highness I will 
guard them with my life and find a 

planet that can nurture them until they 
grow into their superpowers. You have been 

the greatest King Planet Xenon has ever 
known. I promise the boys will survive and 
thrive Farewell your highness, see you on 

the other side.



Danny Denial is now flying the escape pods with King Xenon’s precious 
cargo - He is determined to save the four boys and find a safe planet for 
them far, far away from Dr. Eval Petrovskin. Danny sets his coordinates for 

Planet Earth not knowing that Dr. Eval Petrovskin has done the same!

If I 
can just get them to Planet Earth, I 

can keep them safe, farewell my home planet; I will 
never see you again but at least I can honor King 

Xenon one last time.

Years later since the destruction of Planet Xenon, in Seattle, Washington, USA, 
Earth our heroes have indeed survived and thrived. Danny Denial kept his promise 

to King Xenon and made sure each boy was adopted by a different family and able 
to keep the musical instruments King Xenon sent with each boy. The boys grew up 

strong and true to their superpowers and Planet Xenon values.



Mama, Mama

Now 
Cameron eat all your spinach 

so you can grow up to be big and 
strong one day.

Yeah, 
he would be doing great if 

he hadn’t just run all the way down the 
field the wrong way and scored for 

the other team! Ha Ha!

Boy that 
kid Chet sure can run fast!

I 
feel so strange, like I could 

just make my guitar move with my mind, 
what the hell???

I think 
my fingers are about to 

be on fire, what the hell devil is 
going on?



I am 
moving faster than I can think 

or am a thinking faster than I can 
move — I can’t tell but this is so 

cool!

Hey 
what happened to the 

bottom half of my body – 
this feels so weird — where 

are my legs?

The boys are 13 and as predicted are just discovering 
their superpowers as King Xenon had explained to Danny 
Denial on that fateful day when Planet Xenon exploded.

Hello 
boys, I see you are 

discovering some new things about 
yourself. Perhaps it is time I explain 

who I am and more importantly 
who you are.

And 
so when our planet 

exploded, AfroThunda, your 
father, King Xenon instructed me to fly 
you to safety far away from the evil Dr. 

Eval Petrovskin as we are all the last hope 
for Planet Xenon’s inhabitants to survive Dr. 

Petrovskin’s destruction. There may be more of us 
who survived somewhere in the Galaxy but right 
now we are all who are left as far as I know. 

We don’t know where Petrovskin is now, but 
I assure you he is still looking for ways 

somewhere in the universe to continue 
his evil anarchy plan of mass 

destruction.



I have been watching over you all 
from afar and now is the time for me to 
take an active role in your lives.  As you 
may be starting to realize, you each have 
unique superpowers, I think you got them 

from the gas that erupted when Planet Xenon 
exploded but I am not sure. Obviously, you 

each were born with superior musical abilities 
that will only get better over time but there 
is something more. Chet – your Xenon name 
is Genius because as you may have noticed 
your mind works really fast and so does 

your body, which is how you score all those 
soccer goals. And Alix, your Xenon name is 

Raven Wing, take a good look at your hands. 
If you concentrate hard enough your 

arms will turn into wings and you 
will be able to fly! 

Moon, your superpower 
is that you can become invisible 

and turn yourself into other living 
things, but we have to be careful here 

because we gotta make sure you 
know how to turn yourself 

back into you!

AfroThunda, 
your father was the greatest 

king of all on Planet Xenon and you 
are destined to be a great leader one 

day. Your Xenon name is AfroThunda and that 
guitar in your hand is your mighty weapon 
so use it wisely as you will grow into the 

strength of 10,000 men and that guitar can 
be as dangerous as it can be useful in 

your hands. Oh, and it appears that 
you and Raven Wing over here 

can both fly.

Holy fuck, 
this is insane. And that little X 

behind my ear is burning now, are you 
guys feeling that too?

Yeah, 
this feels so 

weird.

yeah, me 
too???

x



I will always be here in the 
underground Afropunk shadows watching over you 

and supporting you but soon your powers will be greater than 
mine and honestly, I don’t know what happens next here on Earth for all 

of us. I do know that you are ready to officially form your band - you picked 
a great name – King Youngblood – honoring King Xenon as he used to call 
all the youngsters “youngblood” – Hopefully you will never need your 

superpowers but if you do you must only use your superpowers 
for good – understood?

10 years later

It has been 10 years since our heroes discovered they were from Planet 
Xenon and that they have superpowers. By now their band King Youngblood 
is solidly part of the Seattle music scene. All four boys have mastered 
their superhero skills but up until now have not had a chance to really 

use them for good, or for anything. It is still a secret that they even have 
superpowers. But all that is about to change…



King Youngblood has gone high tech with screens monitoring major cities 
all around the world, their recording studio is off the chain with the top 

technology and software to record their music including a pro tools surface 
rig that can create any audio frequency possible. The four are the closest of 

friends, bandmates and have a bond no one can break. They understand their 
superpowers and have mastered them but only in practice drills their Xenon 

planet guardian Danny Denial makes them do regularly.

Yo Dude, 
can you hit those drums 

any louder, I’m trying to read 
something important over 

here.

Hey man, 
I gotta practice that 

turn around on New Tomorrow, we 
have a gig tonight at the Crocodile 
REMEMBER and we all need to be 

more than READY.



Oh 
my fucking God, did 

you see that – somebody 
blew up the Aurora Bridge 

right over Lake Union. 
What the fuck!

This is 
awful what the hell happened. 

I’m gonna run over there now and 
check it out, who’s with me?

Me and 
Cameron can fly and meet 

you there.

Hmmm, 
hold your guns guys, 

Zipporah’s here let’s get our 
fearless manager’s input before 
we start running around with a 
half-baked plan to no plan. We 

need a plan.

Guys, 
this is really bad. Every city on 

the monitors has something blowing up. This is 
extreme chaos, something or someone is causing all this 
destruction, it’s like they are targeting the entire planet 

Earth all at once. We need to talk to Danny before we do 
anything. And we have a gig tonight assuming there are no 

more explosions today.

The wise Danny Denial had given the guys a refurbished now high-tech 
communication devise housed in a vintage view master; it is only to be 

used in emergencies. Cameron picks up the View Master - this is the first 
time the whirring danger lights and sparks are coming off it. Something 

must be really wrong.

Danny 
can you hear me? Danny what’s 

going on? There’s chaos everywhere, where 
are you? Did you see the explosions at the 
Aurora Bridge, that’s really close. What’s 

happening?

Guys, its go time, everything I taught 
you, everything you learned, every shred of 

your superpowers, the people of Earth need you now! 
Alix dust off those feathers, Cameron’s where’s your 
silver PRS guitar, Moon put the fucking book down and 

pay attention, Chet, cool your jets we gotta focus. 
Zipporah, get the uniforms, it’s time.



At Danny’s direction, 
I took the liberty to have these suits made. 

They are bullet proof, fireproof, bomb proof, waterproof, 
pretty much completely protective. “Moon”, or I guess I should 

call you Lunar Eclipse now? Your suit will become invisible when you 
become invisible, and it will de-materialize and re-materialize if 

you turn into something. It will stretch as much as 
you need it to. I am sure of it.

Got it, man that thing looks 
tight, I hope I can fit in it. But damn this is cool, 

fucking serious but cool, we finally get to take these powers 
of ours and do something good with them.



Ok Raven Claw – yours has the arms cut out for your 
wings so that is where you are vulnerable – be careful 

and stay out of any line of fire. Genius, your suit has a special 
aero-dynamic layer to help your speed. And last but not least 

AfroThunda there is an indestructible harness on the back of your 
suite to hold that guitar of yours. Whatever you do, don’t lose 
that guitar. This is a rescue mission, go run and fly and teleport 
yourselves or whatever the hell you guys can do and go save 

those people that got blown off the Aurora bridge. 
Go, go, go!

I can 
feel it in my bones, this is 

what I was meant to do, shred on guitar 
and save people. Let’s go boys, this is it, the 

moment we have been waiting for, the moment we 
were born for, the moment we were saved for 

- let’s see what these superpowers 
can really do.

I’ll bring 
your stage clothes and put all the 

gear in the van and meet you at the Crocodile at the 
Madam Louis room – hurry and go help these people but remember 

you have sound check at 7pm sharp and downbeat at 10pm. Hurry – GO, 
GO NOW Be Safe, jeez, I don’t know what am saying, be careful, just go 

help those poor people – hurry – I gotta call Danny and get him 
over here now where is that damn view master???. Everyone on 

Earth is going to know about you guys after today 
– it’s gonna get crazy.

King Youngblood the Superheroes take off to the scene 
of the explosion and put aside all their questions and 
fear and think only of saving as many people as they 

can with minutes to spare before their gig.

WOAH – 
I never stop loving this 

flying thing.” Genius- I see you 
down there. Guys watch out for 

the telephone wires –



In no time at all our four superheroes have rescued 
every person who can be saved and revealed to the 

world via the news cameras from the helicopters and 
drones that they are in fact rock and roll SCI-FI 

Superheroes with death defying superpowers hellbent 
on saving the day.

Just when it didn’t seem things could get any worse, a crazed muscle 
man with the words TURBO written across his white ripped wife beater 
shirt with his muscles rippling in defiance and sheer anger appears 
from nowhere causing mass destruction and threatening the lives 
of everyone stuck on the ripped apart bridge. Turbo has a belt of 

explosives and hand grenades all around his waist.

Genius 
– come get this 

mother, I’m gonna go get 
the other kids in their 

car in the lake.

Got 
it already there, 

Bro.

I’m 
gonna go grab 

those people before 
they fall off the 

bridge.

Right 
behind you Moon, I’m 

just gonna grab those two 
guys holding on for dear life 
to that car door in the lake – 

jeez this is crazy, but we 
got this.



Who the fuck is that? Or What the 
fuck is that? Raven Wing – go grab 
the kid and I will go for whatever 

the hell that is!

Dude 
– watchout he is 

wrapped in explosives 
– if he blows, the 
rest of the bridge 

will blow with 
him.

I got this 
Bro just get the kid.

Come 
closer you little hair 
ball so I can crush 

you.

Who the 
hell are you and 

what the fuck are you 
doing?

We’re bringing you down 
TURBO MAN – today is your 

date with your maker whoever 
that crazed lunatic is.

The Universe belongs to 
Petrovskin – he and he alone 

is the Supreme Ruler - all who 
defy him will pay with their lives He 

will make your ears bleed and 
you will die a painful death!  

ROARRRRRRR !!!!



Moon — I’m gonna 
grab him by the neck and get 

him out of here – go back and save 
the rest of the people – save 

everyone you can.

I am bringing 
you down you crazed 

hunk of destruction - you 
can’t break me.

You got 
nothing on the Supreme Ruler – 

this planet is going down and all of you with 
it. The Supreme Ruler sees everything, and you 

are just a flea on the back of a dead dog 
about to die another death.

Forget Turbo – let’s get the rest of 
the people out of the water and get 

out of here – there are too many news 
helicopters – the air is getting dangerous 
and one of these ‘Copters is going to hit 

another – let’s finish what we came here to 
do and get the fuck out we got a gig tonight.

What the 
fuck? Where 
did he go? 

Come on guys focus – move 
fast – let’s get these people 

to safety and then get to 
soundcheck.

High in the Hollywood Hills we finally learn where Dr. Eval 
Petrovskin has been since Planet Xenon exploded. He has 
built a gigantic state of the art audio lab in a Hollywood 

mansion above the HOLLYWOOD sign in the hills and has been 
a demon among the record industry executives and super 
star artists – producing hit after hit winning awards and 

building a name as one of the greatest music producers. He 
is all ego and evil and fits in perfectly in a town full of 

egos, talent, and ulterior motives.



Is that 
Xenon’s kid? I thought I killed 

all of them. And he can fly? I absolutely cannot 
have this. I will not let anyone, or anything foil my plans to 

build up my glory as the greatest music producer on earth and then 
destroy this planet like I have done to all the other planets before 

this one. I will create the perfect audio frequency to blow his 
frizzy head off. Wait??? WTF are there more of them? Xenon must 
have somehow got them off the planet in time. Curses! I thought 

Seattle would be an easy city to destroy – I can’t let these 
brats disrupt my EVIL PLAN.

Evil and Good are about to collide and the fate of 
Earth and the entire Universe rests on four young men 
from Planet XENON who have fully come into their own 

superpowers and now have the burden to save the world. 
But before all that, it’s time to rock.





That 
was a hell of a show 

tonight boys – the crowd 
loved us but today was just 

INSANE.

Where 
did that Turbo character come from; I 

don’t think he was acting on his own. He seemed to be 
controlled by someone or something else. Did you 

see the glazed look in his eyes?

I didn’t 
even know I could 
run in and out of the 

water like that so many times, 
jeez we must have pulled 

out over 100 people at the 
Bridge.

I 
thought for sure one of 

those helicopters from the news was 
going to crash into another one. And now the 
whole world knows about AfroThunda, Lunar 

Eclipse, Genius and Raven Wing – that cat is out 
of the bag.  We gotta find out who or what is 
controlling this Turbo dude – whoever he is 

– he sure is a maniac.
Yeah, 

they might know 
about us as Superheroes, 

but they still haven’t 
figured out we are King 

Youngblood.

This 
just doesn’t add up. 

There is no way that Turbo dude 
was acting alone. It just feels like 

this Turbo is a tool. I could just 
FEEL something was controlling 

him, but what?

Our Superheroes are finding more questions 
than answers on their screens. AfroThunda 
and Lunar Eclipse are trying to analyze the 

audio frequencies they captured on their audio 
detectors at the scene of the Aurora Bridge. 
All the while they know the worst is yet to 

come. Then the View Master rings and its Danny 
Denial with more bad news.

I don’t 
think it’s a what, I think it’s a 

who.

Whoever 
it is, they are going after rock 

and roll musicians as much as bridges, 
schools and hospitals. They don’t 

seem to care about anything but 
destruction.

This 
planet has enough problems 

with climate change, global warming 
and the humans in-fighting between 

countries. 

Hey you 
guys there? 
I have some 
REALLY BAD 

NEWS!



Earthling Traitor Scum - This is Dr. Eval 

Petrovskin. I am convinced that this natural and 

necessary self-cleansing of humanity will only strengthen 

me, my solidarity with me, my cohesion and my readiness to 

meet any challenge and become the most omnipotent power 

the Universe has ever known. I WILL BE THE BETTER FOR IT. I have 

destroyed every other planet before yours and you are 

NEXT. Wahahahahahahahaha.

Team, there is no 
doubt in my mind that Petrovskin’s power 

is coming from sound waves we can’t see or even hear 
so some people might not think they are real, but we can 

feel them that’s for sure, and they are powerful enough to 
destroy bridges and buildings and control this hunk of a 

crazy – Turbo dude. We have to figure out a way to counter 
these audio frequencies – look at these pro-tool files 
– we need to analyze the audio capture from the Aurora 
Bridge – these frequencies are powerful and all over 
the charts. There has to be a way to dissolve them in the 

airwaves. But how?

Team, it’s been a 
long ass day and tomorrow is only 

going to get worse. Petrovskin is just getting 
started but I doubt he is going to nuke the 
whole world tonight. I say we all get some 
sleep and hit this hard first thing in the 

morning with fresh brains.



Am I 
dreaming, father is that 

you? I can hear you, where are you, 
father what do I do? Father are 

you there?

Son, 
come forward I am 

here to guide you – come to 
me. . .look to the sky. . .look 

to the moon.

Father 
where are you? I can 

hear you; I can’t see you. I’m 
coming, where are you?



Our hero Cameron aka AfroThunda stands in awe as 
he looks up to the sky and sees a spirit image of 
his father King Xenon and the 6 spirit guides behind 
him all hovering in the moonlight proving energy 

never dies; it just changes form.

It 
is I, your father, King 

Xenon. I have waited a lifetime for this 
moment. Though I have visited you in your dreams 

many times, the very threat of extermination of these 
Earthlings and the threat to you, my precious son, has 
brought me and your Planet Xenon Spirit Guides to you 

now. Son, we will help guide you to save this planet 
and all creatures who dwell with in it, but these are 

urgent times requiring precision and focus. Are 
you ready my son?

Father 
your image, your voice and 

your spirit are deep in my soul, and I feel 
you here with me, I have missed you so much. 
Why is this happening? Who are those with 

you?



My precious son, 
over twenty solar years ago 

the evil Dr. Eval Petrovskin came to Planet 
Xenon from a galaxy far, far away. At first, he seemed 
to want to help our people find joy in music and art but 

quickly I realized that what he really wanted was authoritarianism, 
power, and control. He was a despot, desperate to rule fueled by 

hate with no regard for life or love, humanity or any living form other 
than his own. I was able to have him put in a Xenon prison for life, but 
he escaped and eventually created a powerful audio frequency that 
caused Planet Xenon to explode killing all inhabitants except you, 
Genius, Raven Wing, Lunar Eclipse and of course Danny Denial who 
brought you all to Earth and safety, or so we thought. And these 
beings are your spirit guides who used to be my High Council on 

Planet Xenon – Dominic, Janinne, Eric, Steven, Grant and of course 
Ever. They have been with you in spirit ever since you were an 

infant transported to Earth - protecting you 
in the cosmos, as have I.

Truer 
words were never 

said, we have never left you 
AfroThunda, can you feel us with 
you now? We are with you now 

and always.

We have been 
experimenting with sound 

frequencies to counter the wave files 
we captured at the Bridge yesterday. Petrovskin’s 

wave shapes keep shifting from longitudinal waves, 
mechanical waves, and pressure waves. The Sine 

Waves seem to be dominant but then they dissolve 
halfway through any audio emission into square and 

triangle waves. I have never seen anything like it 
– it’s a moving target.

It is the 
fundamental frequency that 

determines the pitch of a sound. Virtually all 
musical sounds have waves that are more complex 

than a sine wave. It is the addition of harmonics 
and overtones to a wave that make it possible to 

distinguish between different sounds and 
instruments.

The 
sawtooth wave contains 

both odd and even harmonics 
and is said to be the richest in terms of 

timbre when compared to the four common 
waveshapes. To counter Petrovskin’s waves 
I believe you must enhance the sawtooth 

wave in your counter 
sound wave.

True 

and correct oh 

wise ones but how to create the 

intensity required to counter Petrovskin’s 

evil audio waves? Visualize AfroThunda and 

actualize as only you have the power 

to create the counter sawtooth wave 

to save Planet Earth and all who 

dwell on it.

I think Genius can help with the math here 
and Lunar Eclipse – both are brilliant at calculus. I 
suck at math. (sigh). But I know an earthling who may 
hold the key to the perfect sound here. I shall seek 

him out at first light.  

My son, the 
power within you is strong, 

focus on the sawtooth wave and make a 
rich and beautiful sound – it is one of your 

greatest gifts to make such beautiful music – 
and Petrovskin’s weakest link that he does 

not feel the beauty of the music he is 
capable of creating. 

You are 
loved AfroThunda, but you 
cannot delay - go now.

We will 
help you enhance the power of 

the frequency in the cosmos once you 
create and broadcast the sawtooth 

wave.

Yes – we 
can enhance the messaging in many 

ways on the various electronic magnetic 
frequencies in the universe.



That 
was wild. I know what 

I need to do – the first thing 
is call everyone together. 
And then we call Lilavois.

It’s another day of complete deadly 

mayhem in Seattle and around the world with 

buildings and bridges and everything in between just 

simply blowing up right before our eyes. Can no one figure 

out what is going on here? The President of the United 

States has declared a national emergency – with all 

armed forces out in full counterattack mode but nowhere 

to be find is who to fight back on this deadly tirade. Who 

is behind these atrocities? Why would anyone have such 

blatant disregard for human life – these are true crimes 

against humanity. This is genocide. This is pure evil. 

Where can justice be found?



Blah Blah Blah, I have noble aims here, all 
centered around me. I have achieved all of earth’s 
important awards as the greatest of the greatest 

record producer and now I am bored – bored of this 
planet and its people and its failures to save itself from 

the disasters it created, so I will destroy it and put it out 
of its misery. Turbo we finish this tonight once and for 

all, well for me and then we move on to the next 
planet. Tonight, is the night – fire up the 

AUDIO TERMINATOR MACHINE!

Yes Doctor and the escape 
Pod as well!

The team is urgently trying to create an audio sawtooth 
wave file that can counter Dr. Eval Petrovskin’s 

destructive audio waves and figure out how to get the 
wave file out to the cosmos in time to save the world. . 

.when the Blue View Finder starts buzzing.

Hey did you guys 

call me this morning? What’s 

happening? Are you watching 

the news?

Yo! Lilavois – 
we need you man, can you come to 

KYB HQ now and I mean right now – drop what you 
are doing – no time to explain, this is urgent! You 

already know who we are, it’s all over the news. We 
need you man.



I see the problem here — you need to 
increase the volume on the bass and put in some 
doubling on the guitars and bump the background 
vocals in the second chorus of the song to get 
that frequency you are looking for – let me 

tweak the EQ and compression just a little 
more. Man, I love this board!

Are you 
guys done yet? Genius and I 

have an idea that just might work to get the 
frequencies out to where the Spirit Guides can push 
them further into the cosmos, but we have to hurry 

before Petrovskin knocks out the Internet 
altogether.

I’ve got 
the managers for all the bands on a Zoom call 

now, they all want to know when we are sending the wave files. 
They all go on at 8pm Pacific Time. I hope this works. 

ok we have all the bands ready to 
receive the audio file, I hope this fucking 

works -pushing SEND NOW!
Naked Giants, 

The OBGMs, Radkey, Asterhouse 
Ayron Jones, JGraves did you guys receive the audio 

file? – please confirm – our lives depend on it. Planet 
Earth depends on it. There’s no time!we have to hurry 

before Petrovskin knocks out the Internet 
altogether.

Confirmed! We got it! – setting up 
the playback now - Yep Confirmed, Roger That, yep 
heading to the gig, all good, we are ready to rock!

While AfroThunda and the team are busy setting up all 

the rock bands shows - including their own to play 

the song New Tomorrow with the enhanced Sawtooth 

wave file, Dr. Eval Petrovskin is accelerating his time 

line to blow up Earth and rocket out with Turbo into 

Outer Space to find the next Planet victim.

Dr. the 
escape pod is loaded up with 

supplies and all the explosives are ready 
to detonate in all the music venues and recording 

studios on Earth by drone activation, your Evil Plan 
is underway. There’re enough explosives out there to 
destroy the whole planet with one push of your evil 
Accelerator Button. Just send the audio wave and the 

drones will route it to all the explosives 
we planted.

Perfect, 
Perfect !!!I will push 

the Accelerator button – 
Earth you have 120 minutes left to 

exist. Wahahahahahah! Turbo, did you 
pack the Strawberry Pop Tarts and 
the Cheese Nips, you know I can’t 

travel without my road 
snacks?



Our Superheroes and their Team have managed to get what they 
hope is the right Sawtooth Wave File with their song New Tomorrow 

out to all six bands to play the song at the same time across 
America with the hopes that the Spirit Guides can help enhance the 

audio frequencies to make them strong enough to counter Dr. Eval 
Petrovskin’s killer audio frequencies and stop Petrovskin from 
destroying Earth. But there are a lot of “What Ifs” in this plan. 

What If, the Sawtooth file doesn’t work? What If the bands don’t 
play the song all at the same time? What If Dr, Eval Petrovskin 
pushes his Accelerator Button before the bands start playing?



All seven bands are lined up at exactly 8pm Pacific time 
to all play New Tomorrow from King Youngblood’s new 
album Big Thank with the enhanced Sawtooth Wave File. 

It’s a miracle this all is lining up, but Dr. Eval Petrovskin 
is about to push his Accelerator Button and the fate of 

Planet Earth hangs in the balance.





Times up my 
pretties – you never had a chance 

anyway Planet Earth, it was only a matter of time 
before you melted down your own planet given you have no 

self-control when it comes to carbon emissions.  I am just 
putting you all out of your misery as there is nothing 

left for me to conquer here, Turbo – open the 
escape hatch, IT’S TIME!



It feels like the whole 
Earth is Shaking – this is either 

very good or very bad. I can’t 
tell but it looks like 

something is happening.

I can’t 
get through to any of the 

band managers or the guys, everyone 
is on their own now, I hope they can all 

just keep playing. I. . .I. . .I love you 
guys, this is it!

Guys keep playing loud, don’t stop 
whatever you do, this is gonna work, I can feel it. 
The Spirit Guides are with us. My father King Xenon 

is with us. Come on!

The 
formula is 

correct, Petrovskin 
should be feeling 

this by now.

This might 
be working but it also feels 

like we are rocking the house 
down – literally!

Guys 
I can’t keep this up much 

longer my wings are getting in 
the way!

Turbo what 
the hell is happening, what 

did you do, what did those stupid 
boys do? My plan, my beautiful plan, 
where is my Accelerator Button?

I’m 
here Doctor, I’m here 

for you come on let’s just get 
outta here!



Our Heroes are rocking out with all their 
might while Dr. Eval Petrovskin appears 

to be losing his grip altogether but is it 
enough to stop him from destroying Planet 

Earth and escaping with Turbo?



Zipporah, Danny, Lilavois – are 
you guys alright? – all the shaking 
just stopped – I think we did it!

I 
think we actually 

did it!

My 
wings went 
back – the 

danger must have 
passed!

Hey guys – we’re ok 
– pretty shaken but we are 
ok – we just heard from the 
other band managers – same 
thing – everything is quiet – I 

think we did it – we stopped 
Petrovskin!



I am 
proud of you son; I am 

proud of all of you. You saved Planet 
Earth; you have given the Earthlings a 

chance to fix their planet on their own 
before it is too late.



Where 
am I, what 

happened here, 
why does my head 

hurt????

It appears our superhero - rock stars have lived to 
fight a new fight and save another day. The evil Dr. Eval 

Petrovskin has been destroyed. . .or has he?
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